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Historic flood events in London show there is a lack of timely information provided to Emergency
responders including Local Authorities and to the community on its timing and location. The data that is
collected by a variety of organisations, is typically not easily accessible in real time or easily shared
during or after events. As a result of this the communities and organisations are unable to take action,
to prepare and deal with the recovery. This significantly affects the ability to be resilient and take action
affecting the mental health of residents. In this session, we will show the innovative solutions and
collaborative working between commercial organisations and Lead Local Flood Authorities that works
towards resolving these issues for the community, emergency planning teams and responders, as well
as infrastructure providers.

Project
Over the past two years, the London Borough Councils of Hillingdon and Croydon have identified areas
of significant surface water flooding and have sought to innovate and improve their communities’
resilience by building their data resources, operational efficiency, creating smarter catchment
management and share this with other organisations.

Challenge / Task
KISTERS have worked closely with Hillingdon and Croydon councils to identify issues, which a smarter
catchment could resolve:
● Improving communications between different parties in order to share useful secure data
● Knowledge of surface water movement across the water network as a whole
● Tools that provide real time feedback to allow response to surface water problems
● Verifying where problems exist and identifying solutions that can mitigate the issue as well as
showing if the imposed solution/SuDS has worked

Finding a solution
This presentation will explain the drivers and issues which led to the collaboration and explanation of
the system KISTERS have created. An online platform “Datasphere”. In collaboration with the Lead
Local Flood Authorities they have enhanced this to enable parties to share data and form a
comprehensive picture of surface water at key locations. KISTERS host this in its secure data facility in
Aachen. Hillingdon and Croydon identified data gaps across their catchment where information could
improve their understanding of the movement of the surface water. Sensors manufactured by HyQuest
Solutions, a KISTERS subsidiary, were placed in key locations known to be problematic from Flood
Investigations.

Monitoring data such as level gauges on ordinary watercourses and rainfall gauges as well as gauges
in gulls have been included. Data from other stakeholders such as the EA with further infrastructure
providers to be added. This has already revealed gauges installed by different organisations collecting
the same information in the same place identifying the benefit of being able to share data. As different
datasets were made available, graphical displays were created that enabled a user to visualise the
issues and understand when to take action as well as compare data from different stakeholders in one
graph. This improved work flow- reducing the need for a LA to request data from the EA and the EA to
locate this data and provided better and more visually useful data for Section 19 Flood Investigations.
Additionally, it identified areas where live sensors information was sparse.

After a few surface water events the LLFAs were able to use the sensors data to highlight the links and
establish key trigger levels between precipitation amounts and local surface water flooding. Alarms
were added when predefined water levels were met. Further alarms were added to local forecast data
that triggered when a given amount of rain was also identified in the forecast. These alarms allow the
provision of an early warning system to local residents and the Council departments, allowing where
possible time to react and at least a trigger that an event has happened without having to rely on resident
reports. This helps build trust in the forecast data and enables trigger levels to be refined so that a
balance can be struck between providing warnings and “crying wolf” and is helping authorities and
residents build awareness of when issues will occur and resilience to the biggest flood risk facing the
uk.


